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Well, let's go to our rhema. Out of all the chapters of the Bible, God gave me Daniel chapter 9 today!  

It's a very powerful chapter! Let's start with verse 12. The general subheading of the chapter is: 

“Judgment on Jerusalem.”  

 

 

Daniel 9: 12-17 

 

 12 And he hath confirmed his words, which he spake against us, and against our judges that judged us, 

by bringing upon us a great evil: for under the whole heaven hath not been done as hath been done upon 

Jerusalem. 13 As it is written in the Law of Moses, all this evil is come upon us: yet made we not our 

prayer before the LORD our God, that we might turn from our iniquities, and understand thy truth. 

14 Therefore hath the LORD watched upon the evil, and brought it upon us: for the LORD our God is 

righteous in all his works which he doeth: for we obeyed not his voice. 15 And now, O Lord our God, 

that hast brought thy people forth out of the land of Egypt with a mighty hand, and hast gotten thee 

renown, as at this day; we have sinned, we have done wickedly. 

16 O LORD, according to all thy righteousness, I beseech thee, let thine anger and thy fury be turned 

away from thy city Jerusalem, thy holy mountain: because for our sins, and for the iniquities of our 

fathers, Jerusalem and thy people are become a reproach to all that are about us. 17 Now therefore, O our 

God, hear the prayer of thy servant, and his supplications, and cause thy face to shine upon thy 

sanctuary that is desolate, for the Lord's sake. 

 

All right! Let's stop there! Of course you see what's happening in the chapter here. God is judging 

Jerusalem because they had turned from God and they went down the slippery slope of relativism, 

socialism, communism, centralized government, exalting those government servants as gods. They 

went that path and the more you go down the path, always you will depart from God, because the 

world now has new gods which you have to worship, and that you are beholden to, and that actually 

rule over you. 

 

We have this whole case in the whole country right now; pandemonium especially in cities. Antifa, of 

course, a lot of the documents have been leaked and there are undercover programs in those terrorist 

organizations, like those led by James O’Keefe and Project Veritas, etc ; not only those, but there are 

things that are coming out of that community. You all of course are hearing about that.  
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They're not only burning down the cities, rioting, burning down small businesses, but also as you all 

know, and it's been reported even now on Tucker Carlson; Fox News is talking about it. Tucker 

Carlson, I would say, he's really one of the biggest patriots on that show; I really like Tucker. I never 

like that man's bow tie but I like him; I hated those bow ties; they drove me nuts! I’m just joking! He 

can wear bow ties if he wants; he's a good guy!  

 

Anyway, he was exposing the fact that these major corporations are paying for this, folks: Pepsi-co, 

Cisco. Walmart is giving a hundred million dollars, a hundred million dollars, for “reducing racial 

tension” or something like that! You know they're going to be allocating that money to these domestic 

terrorist organizations. Why! Because these big conglomerates, who is their enemy? 

 

The enemies are the small businesses, right, because they are the competitors; that's every monopolist 

right there. You go to North Korea, you go to China, it is about the monopoly surviving and putting 

all the small and medium-sized business out of work.  

 

That's why they love communism so much, because it helps them do that. It helps them organize 

around a centralized mafia, which is called the government, and then allows them to use force to then 

rule over the competitors. You see, even in South Korea it’s like that now.  

 

Of course in North Korea you only have a few businesses so- to-speak, right; they're monopolies run 

by the Kim Regime. But in South Korea it's the same; in Japan it’s also the same. And even folks from 

those areas, we all know we've seen it, even in the “free countries” there, it's ruled by the monopolies. 

 

Now, when the looters are rioting, burning stuff down, breaking things, shattering windows, going to 

Louis Vuitton and Gucci and Coach, this has nothing to do with George Floyd, okay. He had five 

different criminal records right, but what happened to him was terrible.  

 

I mean I’m a black-belt Brazilian jiu-jitsu and that guy was a freaking idiot. You can't put your knee on 

a guy's neck like that; you know you can kill a man. That's actually a type of choke; you can do it both 

in No-Gi and Gi. It's called the shin choke on the leg. We're using the shin bone to cut one carotid 

artery and the lapel cuts off the other, or if you're doing in No-Gi, then you're doing with a gable grip 

and with your forearm on the other side. But you can kill somebody doing that! 

 

So that guy is a bozo, 100%, and nobody likes him; nobody likes the fact that it happened. Everybody's 

against that, the whole country. I don't care, white, black, Asian; it doesn't matter. Everybody's against 

that cop and those three that just stood around like bozos. Amen! Nobody likes the fact that a man 

was just killed like that. 

 

But burning down your neighborhood and hurting small black businesses by burning down the cities, 

and burning down minority businesses, and burning down little local neighborhood businesses, this is 

not helping anybody; this is no longer about George Floyd, right. Going and robbing Louis Vuitton, 
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what does that have to do with George Floyd? I mean malls are getting hit in these big cities. It's 

ridiculous! 

 

So, of course you see these opportunists, people who are trying to destroy these small businesses, and 

who does that help in the end? It helps the conglomerates; it helps them. It helps when the small and 

medium-size businesses are terrorized or out of business and everybody's forced like in North Korea 

to go shop at the ordained businesses. 

 

And then what happens? You have the Hollywood stars so- to- speak, making bailout accounts. So if 

you get arrested committing criminal acts, a felony of arson etc, busting up small businesses, busting 

up mom-pop shops, and you get imprisoned for that, you're going to be bailed out because the 

Hollywood stars want to virtue signal, pretend how un-racist they are, even though they might as 

well be in the KKK because they're trying to start a race war. 

 

I mean you go talk to anybody who's been in the prisons et cetera, even in America, and there's guys 

that have been in there that have talked about their experience in California, or whatever, and they 

say the prisons are divided by race. You got the white gangs; you got the black gangs; you got the 

Asian gangs; you got the Latino gangs. You can't just go join whatever you want. If you're a white guy 

and you’re going to prison, you are in the white gang; if you go to another gang they will kill you. 

 

Because in that environment of great danger and constant threat, people go back to tribalism; people 

go back to, “Hey, well, you look like me, so I guess you must think like me!” Are you with me, folks? 

Instead of trying to hear the content of what that person is saying, it's, “Oh! You have to think like us 

because we're this race; if you don't you're a traitor!” 

 

America was transcendent of all races. We came together around the principles of liberty, private 

property, freedom, freedom of speech etc. But you need to tear that down, you need to tear that 

culture of general unity down, and get people in an open-air prison.  

 

So, you have the black gang, the white gang, the Asian gang, and you have the Latino gang, and then 

you have to manage that prison. You don't want them to get along too well because if they get along 

too well, they may think, “Hey, we don't need these guys managing us! Hey maybe we don't need to 

be in an open-air person and having these guys managing over us!”Maybe we can get along; maybe 

we don't play into the race narrative and the race war they're trying to set off!  

 

How is attacking a white guy in a rural area having anything to do with that bad cop? It has 

absolutely nothing to do with it! But if you want to manage a prison and you want to make sure that 

that management stays in place, you’d better make sure there's just enough tension; occasional 

troubles are good because that reinforces the need for the management, because obviously, you races 

just can't get along. You are always making problems with one another. 
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So, we need the big management powers; we need the FEDS,  the federal government, we need the 

U.N. It has to come in; you know those peaceful blue hats, they're just cuddly like teddy bears! The 

peaceful blue hats! 

 

I mean I think everybody knows True Father was freed from commie North Korea; we know 

communism very well. That's why he trained us all in the worldwide movement, to fight it 

ideologically when it was still an ideological battle and war. 

 

Because they need people to get down to their base level instinct and start seeing one another based 

on skin color and start to divide; instead of what you place your faith in!  

 

There's something amazing about the Gospel: it unites people! All races and colors, it doesn't matter 

because all those are washed away by the blood of Christ! Amen! It transcends the tribal and it 

transcends the prison system. We all understand that we have sin and that we need the Lord, we need 

salvation; none of us are perfect. We need to be sanctified; we need to be trained up in the ways of the 

Lord. We need to be made better in his image so that we are more of a blessing to society and the 

community. 

 

By the way, a shout out to all the folks that showed up both in Honesdale and at different places, 

when we got very short news that Antifa was coming in. I think it was because of the strong patriot 

presence in Honesdale, and of course a lot of folks from our community that came out and we were 

patrolling, driving around, making sure. Everybody saw, “There are people out here in these cars 

with tinted windows. There may be some surprises, let's put it that way, but don't try anything crazy!” 

 

And thankfully the protests were done peacefully. Nobody has problems with peaceful protests; 

people should be able to address their grievances and demonstrate. Of course the way George Floyd 

was killed is terrible; it's terrible! All law enforcement must seriously learn- and I’m biased, I 

understand because I’m in the BBJ community- but they should learn Brazilian jiu-jitsu. They should 

have understanding of how the system works, strangulation, limb hyperextension; they have to 

understand how that works, especially when you're restraining somebody. Everybody is appalled and 

angry at that situation, 100 %. So, nobody has any problem with people protesting and expressing 

their grievances. 

 

Now, at the same time, I understand why it's so frustrating, because especially if you live in democrat-

run cities, these urban neighborhoods, it’s basically like living in communist China or communist 

North Korea. Very similar; let's put it this way! It's probably the closest, in America, that you can get 

to North Korea and China.  

 

You're run by corrupt officials protecting the criminals that have alliances with the criminal gangs. 

Innocent people in the community have been killed, and you try to redirect your grievances and all 

the cops get away with it, or whatever the case may be. It's frustrating of course, but that's what 

happens in any communist country, and when those leftist governors run a city, they run it like 
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communism. Slowly but surely it starts changing into communism: growing centralized power, 

saying that, “We will do your responsibility, citizens; we will be here to protect you.” Where are they 

to protect you when the shmita hits the fan?  

 

Even at the different rallies you know! We have generally good law enforcement here in this area, 

good guys, but many of them their hands are tied. In many, many, cities, they can't arrest anybody. 

These kids that are committing criminal acts of arson are being let out because they're getting bail 

money. They're paying for the rioting, folks; they're paying for it! You understand how that works? 

They're paying for it! They're subsidizing it, which means they're paying for it! They are making a 

reward for it, taking away all consequences that you would usually get, and the cops can't do 

anything because they're under leftist governors who don't let them do anything. 

 

So, who's out there? It's the citizens! So, in the end, when the shmita hits the fan, who is it? It's you and 

I that have to put our neck and our life on the line, to stop thugs! In the end that's what people are 

realizing through this entire tribulation that we are encountering. So, thank God, when Antifa decided 

to come to Honesdale, they didn't go into violence mode because there was an adequate show of force 

and good people out there just watching. You know we have no problems with protesting; we 

support you protesting. It’s fine; it's great! Go ahead; no problem! 

 

Most of them are still young and they're brainwashed by public education and they're traumatized by 

college professors that have fed them communism, socialism, and the lie of political Satanism. They 

were told that, “that’s righteous and that's good,” and that, “that will take away their white guilt. That 

will wash it away; that will save them!” 

 

No! No! No! The blood of Jesus will wash that away, and the blood of Jesus will save you! Not the 

fakery of communism, socialism! It will destroy you, and it will bring everybody else into hell in a 

hand basket with you, while you're out there virtue signaling. 

 

Crazy times! Crazy times in our midst now, folks! We of course, salute and honor all the folks who 

came out and with very short notice. We only about two hours to deploy, and people from our 

community just showed up, putting your life and limb at risk! So we give it up for all of you, good 

neighbors, because our motto is, “Love God; love our neighbor!” Amen! Let's give it up for the armed 

citizens, again, putting our life and limb at risk.  

 

I mean seriously, at that event, at any of these events, there should be a strong presence around there. 

I mean I would like it if the cops maybe pulled their cars up a little closer; it's all the citizens that have 

to do it. 

 

And of course we know that's always going to happen, because in the end when the institutions get so 

large and corrupted and led by communist leaders, well they're in there to bribe people; it's no longer 

about serving or protecting the community. The people who protect the community are the people in 

the community. 
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So you can imagine, for years and years and years under these democrat, leftist governors and mayors, 

New York etcetera, I mean you can imagine the amount of angst, because all they do is talk, talk, talk, 

“We'll be there for you; we'll serve you,” and all they do is use them. So you can complain to the cops, 

to the city councils; you can complain to them in the big cities, and say, “Hey! This has to change!” But 

nothing will change. The apparatus is too big; the beast is too large. The beast has now a life of its own; 

it's now allied with other beasts, criminal enterprises that are maintaining its power. 

 

That's why in the Kingdom of God Constitution, that whole system is not allowed, and of course there 

is no amendment process that can slowly be amended towards communism, socialism. The Kingdom 

of God will forever be a free country! Amen! Forever! 

 

That doesn't mean there's not going to be battles or fights, or there's not going to be challenges; of 

course there will. You see in the bible, in Revelation chapter 20, that there are challenges to God's 

kingdom, even during the millennial reign; the enemies of the New Jerusalem “as many as the sands of 

the sea,” says the bible, will come against God's kingdom. 

 

So the crazy view to make Christians pacified and non-political, that they're going to be raptured 

away before the tribulation happens, and all them are going to escape all the troubles, and then when 

God's kingdom comes, it's going to be clear sailing from there, “we're done, we won, Jesus did it all 

for us; we get free pina- colada and free welfare forever now,” this is some type of crazy utopian, 

socialist, communist vision of God's kingdom which would go against every scripture that attests to 

God as not a socialist and communist, but in fact as One who bestows upon humanity freedom, but 

responsibility. 

 

In fact, look at Daniel chapter 9 that we're talking about today! People get a consequence! Jerusalem 

the holy city that has sold out, became one big government, allied with different heretical and heathen 

cultures and civilizations, Babylon, Assyria, Rome etc. Whatever the age, the people of God slowly 

being moved by popular culture to accept the times, accept the liberalization, accept the relativization, 

accept the morals, “let's have an open mind to all things,” bring in licentiousness, bring in pedophilia, 

sex trafficking, goddess worship that led to temple prostitution etc; all things God hate. Eventually 

there's a line that is crossed where God can no longer tolerate it. So God allows his hedge of protection 

to be removed, and there is judgment upon that nation. 

 

Now we as a free peoples in America, we have allowed for sixty million babies to be killed in the 

womb, genocide factories, that are operating as essential businesses by the way; they're being 

protected as essential businesses- oh my gosh, as life-saving businesses -and meanwhile they got to 

shut down all the small businesses because you're not essential. They literally labeled the entire 

human population as non-essential except if you're in government, then you are essential, or if you are 

in aborting, killing babies; then you are essential! Unreal, folks, unreal! 
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Now with the whole vaccine push that Bill Gates, that crazy Satanist is pushing, and now the 

deployment systems. Tucker Carlson I think, or was it CGN, one of the news broadcast stations, did 

an interview with one of the companies that has allied and got 100 million dollar grant or something 

from the federal government, and is now going to be creating the injection systems. So once the 

vaccine is ready, the vaccines will be sent to that company; they're going to create the injection 

systems, already good to go.  

 

I know, it's crazy; I know it's nuts. Because I wear a bullet crown, it even sounds more nuts coming 

from me; I understand that, okay. But like the patriot community and many people in the awaken 

community have been saying, “look, they're going to start trying to do RFID chips,” and the guy is 

coming out directly and saying, “This is an optional program that we have on our injections, RFID 

chips!” It's a great insanity!  

 

One of the Brazilian jiu-jitsu guys actually put it up, and I saw it. It is insanity folks! All this stuff, 

you’d talk about that five years ago, everybody would have thought you were crazy and you were a 

conspiracy theorist; they would laugh at you, they would mock you. But now the new normal is 

walking into supermarket in huge lines standing six feet apart and you have to wear a robber's mask. 

You try to walk in there without a mask, “Hey! Hey! Stop breaking the law! Put your mask on!”  It's 

crazy! 

 

But yet the doctors come out and they say that more than social distancing, social justice is more 

important. So the riots and the protests are fine; as long as they're anti-Trump and they’re for 

worldwide communism, that's fine.” Social distancing! Hey, you know! We've been scaring you for 

the last three, four months with the corona virus, and you must have no gatherings of more than 

twelve, and you're selfish and greedy if you're gathering at church right, like the Moonies are 

gathering at church, and they’re so evil and selfish; you're getting everybody coronavirus,” even 

though none of us have it! 

 

That's quite a racist statement making of Asians! Hello, we're not from Wuhan! There are different 

places in Asia, you understand! “You're a danger to society if you gather in groups of twelve, but it's 

okay to gather in groups of thousands if you're protesting Trump and if you love George Soros and 

Chinese communism; it's fantastic!” We the doctors, we support that! They are out of the mind! These 

are clowns, folks; these are clowns! They're clowns! They are psychopathic clowns!  

 

I mean President Trump has designated Antifa as a domestic terrorist organization. He's done it; okay, 

good, he's done it! So, why aren't they putting out all the leaders’ names, addresses, information, 

“wanted” signs, with “dead or alive”? You know what I mean? “Wanted” sign “dead or alive” 

“thousand dollars reward, bounties”. Why isn't he putting out the list? You designate Antifa terrorist 

organization; if that is the case look what we do to terrorist organizations!  

 

Isn't it funny how they're all of a sudden protected? They're a terrorist organization, but we have to 

protect them. “They're a nice terrorist organization. You know if they come to tear your house just sit 
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at home; don't try to agitate them. You don't want to hurt their feeling; they're brave social justice 

warriors. Just comply! Most of them are majoring in art, okay. They want to change the world; they 

just want to break your windows and burn buildings with children, stuff like that. What's wrong with 

you? You're racist, racist!” 

 

I mean it's insane; it's insane, folks! If they are a serious domestic terrorist organization, I mean… Well 

look, even when there's some criminal running around in a city, they'll put out the bounty. Remember 

that show “cops” that used to be playing, “bad boy, bad boy, what you gonna do?” You remember? “This 

guy's wanted for this and that; he's wanted.” So they will alert the community, tell the people that 

“you got these guys running around your town; so be alert and be aware and help the local law 

enforcement to get them.”  

 

If Antifa is a domestic terrorist organization why is not the leadership all on this, out open and public? 

Why? How come when the rumors came that some of them are meeting up here in Wilkes-Barre and 

Scranton, why aren’t the people of Scranton and Wilkes-Barre, and why aren’t the news media talking 

about, ”Hey, we got Antifa leaders here; they've been designated as a domestic terrorist group, we 

have some of their leaders coming into Scranton and Wilkes-Barre!” Why isn’t it on the radar? Why 

isn't that playing on the local news? Why aren’t the people being warned? And if the local intelligence 

agencies know that they're here, and they're designated as a domestic terrorist group, why are they 

not caught? It's absurd! 

 

Because if you really care for the people in the community, you should let people know when wolves 

are in town, or planning to come into town, and organizing and trying to deploy into your 

neighborhoods so they can wreck it! If you cared for the people there, shouldn't you let them know if 

you have the Intel? And if you're being paid by taxpayer dollars to fight crime, aren't you supposed to 

go get them, especially if they are a domestic terrorist group? 

 

You see what kind of apparatus Trump has to deal with, with all these crazy tentacles and million 

different heads on this hydra? You grab one head and you have to get control of all these other heads. 

It's so bloated, as we see in the book of Revelation. The bible creates a metaphor for this beast that 

rules over people and people worship. What is it? Of course political Satan, as Father's been talking 

about for over fifty years! Different heads, multi-heads, hydra- like things, goat heads, and lion heads 

etc. It doesn't mean these actual beasts and chimeras are going to come out of the ocean! Ah, it's 

incredible! 

 

You know when Jesus gives the parables of the sower and the seed, he's not talking about some large 

man in the sky that's throwing seeds, and some of them land on rocky ground, some of them land on 

thorny bush. You understand he's giving a metaphor of what happens when people hear the Gospel.  

Now we understand that's a metaphor, everybody, no disagreement; everybody knows that that's a 

metaphor. But how come when you get to the book of Revelation and you see this beast coming out of 

the ocean, “Oh, it's going to come out just like that!” Obfuscating, covering up the fact that you 
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already have the beast that's right here, and is already being worshipped, that commits violence, force, 

killings, control over free people, children of God! 

 

What greater sin is there? What is the centralized organization that does that worldwide? What are the 

organizations that have murdered over two hundred and twenty million people in the last century 

alone? “No! No! But you have to be good Christians and know that God has put and ordained the 

powers over you like it says in Romans 13! No! No! No! The beast can't be a metaphorical symbol for 

controllers, and a system, an evil animalistic, predatory system, that preys on you and makes you 

inept, weak and a slave; it can't be that! No! No! Just wait! It's not done yet because you know you 

haven't seen Godzilla come out of the ocean. So you know, it can't be the end times because Godzilla's 

not here yet, and Moth’s fighting Mothra. So, just trust! Trust the democrat party and neo-con 

republicans; trust the UN and the CDC and the WHO! Trusts them; they're not the beast! Pastor Moon 

is rallying you up and making you agitated and scared; pretty soon you all be wearing bullet crowns 

too!” 

 

You have to wait for the actual monsters to come out of the ocean, right! Come on! Ridiculous! 

 

So, we have a serious, serious time now. Now you have in America what's known as ‘a clash of 

civilizations’, which has already happened in Europe with the invasion of the migrants and the forced 

importation of antithesis cultures coming from jihadi cultures, and you have this clash. 

But see just like for the managers of the prison if you have a clash, for them it's good, because then 

everybody who's watching has to agree that they're so important. 

 

It's amazing how Antifa is choosing this little area, country area, to come to stir up problems in these 

little country areas. You've all seen the videos of the protests spilling over into residential 

neighborhoods? Have you seen that? Maybe tech team can find that. One guy is filming that, “Oh my 

gosh! They're breaking into that house over there! Oh my gosh! Whoa, whoa, whoa, whoa, stop! Oh 

my gosh!” And they start throwing things to them, breaking their house. 

 

You know, what CNN calls the “the peaceful protesters!”It doesn't call them “rioters”; it calls them 

“peaceful protesters,” fighting against police brutality and injustice and they want to replace it with a 

better way, a better system, and it's called “utopian democratic socialism, and democratic 

communism.” You know because the commies worldwide, all that are wrong, but if these group of 

traumatized, brainwashed children, if they get the power and they're able to do democratic 

communism, you see it's going to be very different! 

 

You know they're going to go through the same process of disarming you and registering you, and if 

you disagree with them, putting you into nice education facility you know, where you can learn crafts 

and arts and be reformed! You know they're so kind! Why would you resist? They're so kind, they’re 

so nice; they just want to help you evolve from your medieval thinking and they want to show you 

the way towards modernity. Just trust them! Trust them!  
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And they promise, promise, promise, promise, promise, promise, with double hearts and smiley face 

emojis, to give you all your heart’s desires, to eradicate all bigotry, and to bring equality to all! Yes! 

Just like Kim Jong-un has brought equality to everybody in his country! You know the art teachers tell 

me that North Koreans are actually more free, because in America we live in such a racist country!” 

 

It's a joke! It’s a total joke! Everybody knows most white folk, I mean 99.99 %, they're not racist at all; 

it's insane, folks! But of course they're trying to create that system. The problem is if you keep funding 

this kind of behavior, you know what kind of happens? It kind of becomes an open-air prison whether 

you like it or not; this is the problem. They kind of get what they want, which is the reason why it has 

to be resisted, and this is why a well-regulated militia is the key to defending everything; not 

regulated by the state, but led by the Holy Commander who is Christ himself! Amen! He leads all the 

militias! 

 

What is a militia? Just citizens who will stand against evil and they have the accoutrements and arms 

and many times biceps and triceps to do it. So it's absolutely critical. I think this time with Antifa now, 

targeting this area more and more are trying to create havoc here, because everybody knows 

Pennsylvania especially northeast Pennsylvania is the battleground; it's ground zero.  

 

Even Alan Gottlieb from the Second Amendment Foundation said that to me on the broadcast, “you 

guys are in ground zero!” It was here where the seventy thousands shifted which is the reason why 

we won by fifty thousand in Pennsylvania and the whole country went that way towards Trump. 

They’re not stupid; they're getting planning and funding from major corporations and planners and 

traders in the deep state et cetera. There are smart people organizing and helping them.  

 

Everybody understands that pallets of bricks don't just kind of show up with no construction zone in 

the middle of the streets on Fifth Avenue right, in front of Louis Vuitton in Soho; they don't just kind 

of show up without some planning. Of course if citizens are aware and citizens are awake and in the 

churches and at the pulpits the preachers would actually tell them to, “Be alert and awake, and walk 

around the streets, and if you see a pallet of bricks, hey, take it home; it's fireplace, free fireplace for 

you! Build a nice fire pit you know, enjoy some marshmallow; free construction material for you!”  

 

But no! “If you touch those, you will be a racist; if you touch those you are for the killing of George 

Floyd!”These are ad hominem attacks; these are not logical attacks obviously, because it's not about 

logic. It's about, “we've lost the argument, and so now we're going to freak out and kill you and wreck 

you!” 

 

So our Founding Fathers knew that; God knows that, and that's why in the scripture we see the Rod of 

Iron Kingdom which should be preached everywhere, where it is the citizens, those in Christ, who are 

the rulers and the kings and the priests, coheirs with Christ. He has made us kings and priests, folks! 

 

Yes! It's kind of controversial to wear a bullet crown, and I know we do it for fun and stuff like that 

but you know it also has a very serious meaning to it. And it would help the Body of Christ if they 
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started seeing themselves as kings and priests, instead of good and faithful servants to the state. It 

would help a lot if Christians worldwide would start seeing themselves as kings and priests, the 

rulers over the governments. 

 

It's all the powers that governments enjoy like the power of arms, the power of weaponry; all this, the 

citizens 100 % have to have. If they don't have it, bad people will keep it to themselves and they will 

centralize it to themselves. You may ask, “Can there be a world where that is a case?” No! Because 

people have free will, and bad people will try to exploit people's niceness, kindness, for their 

advantage. This is the way how bad people behave if they choose to go that way and become 

possessed and become a son of Satan. 

 

So how does the citizenry stand up against that? Well that's why Father talked about the Peace Police, 

Peace Militia, the normal citizen that stands as one with all these other citizens, loving God and loving 

your neighbor. And when you have threats that your neighbor’s building may be fire bombed or 

bricked, you get out there in your kit and with your rifle and be a “rooftop Korean!” You can bring 

your Shin ramen, bring your kimbap; I don't care. You can bring bulgogi and barbecue all you want just 

on the roof; Korean eating barbecue and kalbi right on top of the roof; eating our kimchi right on the 

roof!  

 

These are serious times, folks! We know we have to laugh at it because it is stressful and there's a lot 

of anxiety; many of us are facing and willing to face and standing up defending the community and 

the neighborhood. You know, before we got out there in Honesdale, Antifa’s coming and you see 

what they're doing in other areas… we have a brother from Portland who's been pepper- sprayed and 

Antifa just come and blindside, and punch you because you're white and you wear a Trump hat. You 

know what I’m saying? We've seen how they behave in other places. 

 

So everybody who goes out there understands - hopefully they go with that understanding- that there 

is a credible threat, even though thank God there are peaceful protestors, just peaceful protestors 

which is fantastic. That's great! There are groups all around the country, folks, like T.Rex Arms down 

there in Tennessee, and Michael are out there in Arizona, Tig out there in Colorado. 

 

They gathered together with the patriots and the folks and said, “Hey! We're not going to stand for 

looting and riot; you can peacefully protest all you want, shout out all you want, 100 %! America! You 

know what I’m saying? That's fine! Do what you got to do, but don't go on no violent stuff, otherwise 

we're going to become rooftop Koreans real quick!” I mean that’s basically what they said, and in 

those areas Antifa stood down; they didn't do what they were saying they were going to do. In other 

areas where there was no presence of force and consequences, they wrecked those areas.  

 

God bless all the folks! We're just a community of people who love God, and love our neighbor. You 

know what I mean? And God has called us to tell the world and preach the Gospel about the Rod of 

Iron Kingdom, the kingdom of freedom and responsibility. Jesus Christ and all those passages that 
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I’ve shown you a million times, showed very clearly that he was preaching the gospel of the kingdom 

of God 

 

And that kingdom is not of a different God or a different personality that all of a sudden likes 

communism and socialism, when He gave Adam and Eve freedom in the beginning. The bible says 

that God is forever the same; today, yesterday, and forever. He doesn't just change from freedom to 

then becoming a communist. He doesn't go through public school and become brainwashed by art 

teachers and leftist professors in college indoctrination camps! 

 

God doesn't change his fundamental position from, “I'll give you freedom, “to “now you are slaves.” 

It doesn't happen. So, if you are hearing that the kingdom of God is basically leading up to a socialist 

utopia, you're going to a hellish future; you are following goats that are leading you to the slaughter. 

And every bone in your body knows, if you read the scripture; you know, your God is not like that! 

Why would you believe it? Why would you believe people who are leading you to socialism and 

communism, which is hell? It is hell especially for those who are most vulnerable.  

 

The kingdom of God is about freedom, responsibility, conscience, a culture of service where we live 

not for ourselves only. We still have self-interest; we still can make businesses and thrive and succeed 

and exercise all the beautiful talents God has given us. Yes! Because that's glory to God! 

 

If you're an awesome cook and you make a beautiful restaurant and run it beautifully and people are 

happy eating your barbecue, whatever, your Korean food, noodles, whatever it is, you're exercising 

your gift given to you by God. That's glory to Him, right! And people are happy; your business is 

flourishing etc; that's a blessing to everybody! 

 

But notice, as the economy is turning back on and we're right about to go shopping again, we're right 

about to hit the TJ Maxx's and whatever stores, and go to our favorite restaurants, then you know; 

now they got to burn everything down. This is right about to turn back on again; jobs’ report is up this 

month. You know people getting ready to get back to work, business; people ready to get back to 

taking their wife on a date, and going about normal things! Why? They want you to feel fear in doing 

normal things. 

 

That's right folks; we've got to live bravely! I mean, whoever thought that going shopping was going 

to be brave, huh? “Honey, I’m going to TJ Maxx; I’m being brave today!” That may be the heaven for 

some people, but you know what I’m saying folks? I mean when was it brave to go eat at a restaurant? 

I mean Lord have mercy! This is how weak they're trying to make us! I mean you have to almost be 

brave to go to a restaurant! That's how much fear they want to put in you!  

 

And that's why it's the patriot community that will lead this, because we are the ones who've been 

preparing; we're the ones who study the arts of combat and self-defense. So, who can live bravely 

when in the world everybody's scared? It’s the people who know self-defense, and have the highest 

probability of winning in a bad attack. But who will leave the charge to live bravely and go shopping 
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and going eating at restaurants again? It has to be the armed citizens, the Rod of Iron kings and priests 

and queens!  

 

But you go out and now you know there's a different level of threat; so okay, fine! I’m still going to go 

to my local supermarket or whatever case may be; I’m still going to go support my pizza shop. I’m 

still going to go out and support JR Auto; whatever it is. I’m going to still live! And I will not live in 

fear! And just in case Antifa tried to do something, I’ll pack something extra! You pack something 

extra. You bring your Rod of Iron; you get your systems ready. You bring a little extra; extra love. 

 

Because it's not the normal people! Many people are going to be paranoid with the coronavirus or 

with this and that; whatever the government is doing. It's the armed citizens! We have to be the ones 

who say, “No! We're going to be brave!” I mean, look at our wonderful ballet teacher in Washington, 

D.C, Fran, one of the queens down there! She defied the governor’s orders and she opened up her 

very dangerous ballet shop, so she could teach pirouettes and jumps! Boy! What a dangerous person 

that is, you know! 

 

Let the sex molesters out of prison, but you know, you got to get Fran! Give me a break! It's insanity! 

Thank God for Queen Fran! I’m so proud of her! Isn't she amazing that she stood up to the governor's 

tyranny, and she said, “I don't care! I'll go to prison!” Most all of you the first gen folks, you all went 

to prison anyways, fundraising and stuff! We're not scared of that! She defied the order and her 

dangerous students were practicing their very dangerous arts! 

 

You know Antifa can do gun ambushes and bombing ambushes like the one they did this morning in 

California; they ambushed two cops and they used explosives. So, not only is it escalating to gun 

fights now folks, these terrorists are now using explosives. Of course we knew that would happen and 

we've talked about this for five years now! There are local reports, not on the news of course, but 

through people that even in the area, strange people, groups are buying up fireworks in the firework 

shops. It's kind of strange that those people are allowed to organize in groups of more than twelve! 

Kind of strange! 

 

So we're in very trying times; we have to be praying. That doesn't mean we're not vigilant. 

Unceasingly pray and be forever vigilant! Amen! 

 

So this is a time folks, this is a time where really people's true colors come out, and I think this is one 

thing that the local folks are thankful for. We don't want to talk about it; we know. We don't only 

want to give lectures about how dangerous communism is, and in Marxism VOC and Victory over 

Communism, and CAUSA, we don’t only talk about it; we will stand against it!  I think the folks saw 

that; they saw the spirit of not giving in, and not capitulating to bullies and tyrants and wicked, 

wicked, wicked, evildoers.  

 

And that's the spirit God has to give you, that spirit that the Holy Spirit has to give you and breathe 

into you, because that's the spirit that Christ had in defeating the grave and not being scared of death. 
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Because if they make you into a hedonist and somebody that just seeks pleasure for you, you, you, 

you, you, the worst thing to you that can happen is you die. 

 

But if you're not living for hedonism and you're living for God's glory, dying is not the worst thing 

that can happen to you. Jesus even said, “Fear not the one who can kill your body or your flesh, but 

fear the one who can throw you into eternal fire!” We fear the one who can separate us from Him; we 

fear that way more than death!  

 

“Death, where is thy sting? Grave where is thy victory?”   

 

That's why they hate the body of Christ when it is awake and when it is animated and the spirit of the 

Holy Ghost is burning within, to see real justice being given to the land, to see real liberty being 

established, to not rule over people as tyrants but to “love God and love your neighbor.” 

 

God has prepared us; He's prepared us for a time like this. So when the citizens of our counties, whom 

we may not know, who maybe have cursed us and called us ‘Moonies’ and ‘a cult’ and “your pastor 

wears a bullet crown; you're radicals and you're all crazy!” Yeah, but when their little neighborhood is 

threatened to be burned down, they're happy to have us there. All of a sudden the Moonies are 

fantastic, to be driving around. It's funny how that kind of changes, right! We don't need an apology; 

we understand that people do that.  

 

But that's how we practice; that is our motto that Father gave us and Christ gave us for Peace Police 

and Peace Militia: “love God and love your neighbor, protect your neighbor!” 

 

We're of course so proud and so thankful, everybody has really brought that into their spirit; we were 

given short notice that the community needed us, and most of us showed up. And really in the end, 

it's really that simple; it’s just showing up! Showing up! When you show up, just showing up, bad 

guys can't do what they want; wolves cannot eat whom they want to eat.  

 

But when good people stay home: “Oh! Oh! I’m going to be conservative, because I’ve always been 

republican, so I want to stay in my house and I want to watch what happens, because God forbid, I 

may die, even though I say at church I’m not scared of death and I’ll pick up my cross and follow 

Jesus.”How about when real terrorists are coming, where are you then, right?  

 

We didn't have a lot of notice and all you folks just “bam” showed up! There are things that we have 

to address but we'll do that; there are things that we can get better at, and we'll do that, but for a 

church and a community in a short matter of two hours to deploy to three different locations, that's a 

pretty remarkable feat! I don't want to stroke our own egos or anything, and there are obviously 

things we must improve, but the most important thing is the spirit, is the spirit! It is not cowering in 

fear, “Oh! The terrorist are coming! Oh! I’d better stay at home! I don't want my children or my 

grandchildren to get hurt!” 
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Well, what about when they take over? What will happen to your children and your grandchildren? 

See, see, see how that happens? It’s: “Oh! Terrorists are coming? All right! We're going to go see what 

they're going to do! Hey boys! Hey girls! We're going to get up and go!” 

 

 I think the local folks and the local militias who also saw us out there and connected with us, and 

friends that we've had for many years now, I think they were really happy that we're not just a 

community of talking, but we will show up. That says a lot about a community! 

 

Because we're not about moral- posturing and virtue- signaling and pretending that we are good and 

righteous, and when something bad or scary is coming, we run and hide. We go confront it, and we 

“put on the breastplate of righteousness, and the belt of truth, and the helmet of salvation, and the shield of faith, 

and the sword of the Spirit, which is the word of God, and the feet shod with the preparation of the gospel of 

peace.”And we go and have a great time; we go and see one another and walk around. Some people 

call it patrolling, but you know we're just being outdoors, nature you know, getting some fresh air, 

taking our rifle for a walk like a doggy; doing important kingdom stuff.  

 

In the end, it's the citizen that must defend. That's why in the Kingdom there's no centralized police, 

no centralized military, because all the citizens, we are the Peace Militia, we are the Peace Police; we 

are the ones that defend against the wolves. And if you believe the lie of communism and centralized 

government, look what happened when the riots happened? They ran! They didn't do anything; you 

were left totally vulnerable!  

 

So God bless all of you! These are trying times and every time we go and stand in the face of tyranny 

and stand against wicked doers and evil, and they try to bully us and make us feel filled with the 

spirit of fear, we must remember that they are not God. 

 

And when these Antifa boys who are still living in their mom's basement, playing video games, the 

Call of Duty and Ninja Gaiden or whatever it is, with their big nose rings and ear loop earrings -what 

are those earrings with the hoop stretchers like that? Apparently that gives you special powers. You 

know the Special Operations should look into that immediately! Pink hair, rainbow hair! Really, that's 

the key right there! Rainbow hair, that's going to give you power! You understand? I got to call the 

Special Forces’ guys we know; we're going to tell them about our rainbow- hair technique! 

 

I mean seriously traumatized, deluded children; believing commie professors! These are the types of 

people that want you to live in fear! There’s an old saying: if you are not involved in politics, basically 

your inferiors will rule over you! Your inferiors! People who are corrupt, evil, who are selfish, who are 

hedonists, who are pedophiles! These are the demons that will rule over you! Who said that? Plato 

said that!  

 

I mean that's why they have to guilt-shame you, because they know you are superior to them. They 

know the Christian Body of Christ, despite all our problems, we have the moral high ground; we don't 

want to create tyranny for people. But that's why they have to make you hate yourself, and that's why 
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they make you loathe everything that is good, by pointing out some of the mistakes that people have 

made in the past, and yes, slavery was a sin.  

 

But if they can separate you from your relationship with Christ, if they can separate you from your 

transcendental relationship, they can make you tied and bound to the things of this world, and your 

own pleasure and your own safety, then you are a slave; because then all you worship is staying alive, 

when you know you're going to die, at some point. 

 

I was so moved and touched and I think our brothers and sisters worldwide too, because they want to 

be here. Every single one of our brothers and sisters in Africa, in Asia, Philippines, Korea, Hong Kong, 

Japan, every single one of them wanted to be standing with us right here, because they knew we were 

going out; but they can't, so they're praying for us. But you know if they were here, they'd be standing 

up there with us! Believe you me! 100 %! We are not scared of commies’ death! 

 

So, thank God! Even the Queen came out! Because we had the word that it could get violent, I could 

have sent the Queen to go and take the children to the more fortified areas, but she said, “100 %! 100 %” 

I said, “Omma, you'll come with me and the bigger boys,” and she said, “100 %”because as the Queen 

representing the Queen of Cheon Il Guk, she knew she had to set the example for all the women. 

 

I mean what's the purpose of doing all that combat training, if you're just going to run and hide? The 

purpose is, if the wolves want to eat sheep you stop them; at least you make them scared. That's the 

difference in the Kingdom of God: it's not just the men out there and then the ladies are back at home 

watching Netflix, “call me when you get back honey! I’ll be here very busy watching my Korean 

dramas!” No! We know Korean dramas are woman porno and just how men have to avoid 

pornography, the romance videos that are pornography for women. We know that, and that's why 

our sisters worldwide are different. 

 

These are crazy times, folks! Don't worry; this big dude's coming! Don't worry, that’s my buddy, man; 

don't worry. That's my buddy over there from the Bronx. Okay. That's Master Tito from the Bronx 

ECU BJJ BRONX. They tried to shut down his business; they tried to shut down his business! Lord 

have mercy! Let us know your GoFundMe page okay, so we can put it up. Because they literally tried 

to shut down his business and his business is a safe haven for the people in the Bronx. He's trying to 

help people, train them for self-defense so they can defend themselves from predators. He's impacting 

young kids and raising them up. Sorry to put you on the spot; I don't mean to do that. We love you 

guys! But, yeah I mean it's hitting good folks hard!  

 

So we salute you; we thank you for those who stood up. When we heard there was a threat, we stood 

up and we got on the front line, and we protected our community. There's on the news that some stuff 

is going to be coming down this week too, so we will let everybody know. It's all about “love God, love 

your neighbor,” all about it! 
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All right, folks, as we go on please read the rest of Daniel chapter 9 because you will see that the 

oppression doesn't continue on Jerusalem; God's kingdom starts coming in. When God's kingdom 

starts coming in, the evil ones, the wicked doers who have taken it over, they start getting vanquished. 

So we can do that on our own time when we study. 

 

But let's remember, during this time of crisis, you know we're in this together; we're in this together. 

No government institution is going to protect the people; it's the people that have got to protect one 

another. They may try to divide us by race and by tribalism and making an open-air prison system, 

but we’ve got to say, “No! We will be one in Christ! We'll be one, defending each other’s liberty and 

freedom! We'll be responsible and we will take account for one another.” And if bad people want to 

come and wreck our neighborhood, we're going to stand up against them, just like we did this week; 

we will do it again.  

 

And I would really be happy, if Trump, since he already designated Antifa as a domestic terrorist 

group, put out the names, got some “wanted” signs up. Because the cops won't do it, you know, 

somebody's going to do it. 

 

So we pray for all the folks that are out there; we pray for all of you who are praying for unity and 

overcoming this problem. Unfortunately we know it's going to get worse; it's not going to get better. 

There are big funders behind these things, so they will push and incite for more violence, more 

mayhem.  

 

Protect yourselves, protect your places, protect your loved ones; but most importantly we are called to 

protect our neighbors which means our communities. If everybody did it; if everybody just protected 

their communities and said, “No, we're not going to just go wreck small businesses and destroy mom-

pop shops; we’re not going to do that. We're going to go fire the government’s servants!” How's that? 

Isn’t that a better way? Go fire the government’s servants! Don't wreck Mrs. Jones’ shop on the corner, 

hair salon or something like that! 

 

It's so important that we remember “we the people”. Freedom is given to us by God. We are the kings 

and priests even though we're not perfect; that's why we need Christ and sanctification. But we have 

to stand together. We have to know that our government’s servants may have placed them there, and 

we love them as people; we pray for them, but we will not let them be evil. Amen!  

 

So, more than ever we have to pray for one another. SOS come on up! Let's pray: 

 

 

Prayer: 

 

Father, we thank You for this day. We thank You for this word; we thank You for your warning in 

Daniel chapter 9, that we saw today. We saw how when we stray from You, there's judgment that 

comes when your hedge of protection is removed. So, we pray that we as peoples, we as a community, 
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we as Americans and people across the world, we can come together and stand against tyrants and 

tyranny, and stand against communism and systems of oppression that have destroyed and ravaged 

innocent people. 

 

We pray for freedom and responsibility; we pray that the Peace Police, Peace Militia, the citizens as 

the militia, the citizens who are the kings and priests, will understand their royal priesthood duties to 

“love God and love our neighbor,” to protect one another, to serve one another. We thank You for this 

time that we're able to gather together and study your word. Remove the spirit of anxiety and fear, 

remove the spirit of doubt, and give us the spirit of faith, give us the spirit of hope; give us the spirit of 

wisdom. 

 

Let us prepare and act on that wisdom, so we are the best shepherds that we can be for our 

community. Let us put all the wolves on notice, that they are being watched and that they are being 

monitored, that all of us as your co-heirs and as your children, will stand against evil. As your word 

says, “resist the devil, he will flee; stand up against unrighteousness!” We will do so, God! Fill us with 

your Holy Spirit; fill us with your righteousness! Let us be humble but let us walk with strength and 

courage!  

 

Be with our president; be with all the leaders in this country, but in the end be with the leaders who 

are called “the citizens of this country,” because in the end we are the leaders, and in the end we are 

the rulers of this land. Animate us with the holy fire, the Spirit of the Holy Ghost, so we will not feel 

fear death, for You have claimed the victory, and You have defeated the grave! 

 

So, we stand with power, we stand with might, we stand with truth! We confront evil and we look 

with hope towards your kingdom that is coming.  

 

God, we give you all the praise. With all those are gathered here, we report these things, and in your 

precious name, we pray. Amen! Amen! All right! Let's all rise and praise the Lord! 

 

(Songs) Three cheers of mansei! 

 

 

All right, folks, real quick! Master Tito, come up here real quick! Now he didn't ask me to do this! I’m 

just kind of putting him on the spot here, but this is a great friend, and of course Master Jojo who gave 

me my black belt, he was his main training- partner brother, and of course he's MMA fighter, 

specialist in Muay Thai and of course, also Brazilian jujitsu. We're so grateful to have Master Tito here 

today. He just wanted to come, just to shoot with us and just get out of the city; he's in a Bronx and a 

crazy leftist government is over. He just wanted to blow some steam. 

 

He never asked me to do this, okay, but we're just grateful that he's okay, and you know he's a fighter. 

He's a fighter; he never gives up. I mean they can do whatever; he's never going to give up okay. But 

it's that fighting spirit; he's got that in his heart. That’s his whole life. 
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He's fighting; he's fighting for the life of his business. Again, he did not ask me to do this, all right. 

We're training partners; we try to kill each other when we're training, but he never asked me to do this 

okay. I just feel the Holy Spirit moving, and we need to, at the microcosm, stand up for people who 

are trying to stand up for their communities. 

 

We need to help folks, if we have the power to do so. Of course, it's all about the Holy Spirit trying to 

touch us. So I just want to pray for him. Stretch out your hands, and let's pray for him at this time 

where he needs our prayers and he needs to know that people love him, and that God loves him and 

that he will not be defeated; he will not be defeated. He's fought warriors and fighters that tried to kill 

him literally, and he's never lost; he’s never lost a battle. He may have tied with them or whatever the 

case may be in terms of rules, but he's never lost a fight, because he’s always learned from it and he's 

always grown from it, and he's always been a warrior. Amen! So let's pray for him! 

 

 

Prayer for Master Tito: 

 

Father, we thank You for our brother Master Tito, who has given his whole life in studying how to 

defend himself, but not just so that he could keep it to himself. But he’s spread that love and he’s 

spread that spirit to so many people in his neighborhood, that had nowhere to go, that were left 

behind, that were thrown away, that were tossed on the streets, and they had nowhere to go. They 

had no father figure that could guide them and lead them and help them in the basics of even learning 

how to put on your gi, or how to defend yourself against a bully; things that our fathers should have 

instilled within us and raised us with. 

 

And Father, we know that in the Bronx right now there are many beacons of hope that are trying to 

help people, but we know that ECUBJJ BRONX is doing that in that small dojo, which Tito has been 

running touching lives and by your blessing, impacting and changing lives. 

 

We are so grateful that his community and folks from his family are here to shoot with us today, and 

go to the Rod of Iron range, but we also feel that we want to support him and we want to love him. 

We want to let him know that he's not alone at this time where he could feel very alone, and where all 

the things and all the promises that have been made, have not come to fruition from the top so- to- 

speak. 

 

 God, we know that this time is critical for the citizens to realize that in the end we have to have one 

another's backs, because the institutions of power will not do that; they will not be there for us when 

times of crisis come. It will be us that will defend our neighborhoods; it will be us who will defend our 

small businesses; it will be us who will defend one another. 

 

So we are grateful that You are here with us today, and your Spirit is here. Let anybody who is 

touched right now by your holy presence, aid in supporting, in saving this institution of the Bronx, 
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that is providing life and a lifeline to so many young people that would otherwise have no way to go 

and that may end up in terrible places. 

We pray that You would bless his institution, his business, and that his dojo could once again open 

with great victory and flourishing, and that there will be more that will come, and there will be more 

that will be influenced and touched and transformed through training and understanding that, we, all 

the citizens, must become the shepherds for our community, and we must not wait for others to do it; 

we must do it ourselves.  

So, God, we thank You that You are bringing us together and we want to give You all the praise and 

glory, as we are praying for our brother and his family and his neighborhood, and let him know that 

we are with him and if all hell breaks loose, that he always has a safe place to come to, up here, in PA. 

God, we give You all the praise, glory and honor, and we honor You today in Jesus’ name. Amen!

Amen and amen! 

Folks, say “hi” to Master Tito! I know he looks scary. He's dangerous but he won't hurt you; don't 
worry, and you all got guns too, so don't worry about that! 

All right folks, join us for lunch, and we'll see you guys at the range. Tech team, leave Master Tito's 

GoFundMe information on the screen please, and you can put it up at the lobby as well, okay. Thank 

you! 

armlockmma,com/ ECUBBJ& MMA BRONX 


